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Together, we will work to provide New Zealand with a transformational government, committed to 
resolving the greatest long-term challenges for the country, including sustainable economic 
development increased exports and decent jobs paying higher wages, a healthy environment, a fair 
society and good government. 

We will reduce inequality and poverty and improve the well-being of all New Zealanders and the 
environment we live in. 

Coalition agreement between the New 
Zealand Labour Party & New Zealand 
First Party.



Conservatively: Between 2.5-
4.1 M Ha available without 
sensitive ecological areas.



Government’s

forestry 
objectives 

Facilitate the transition to a low 

carbon economy.

Build a strong, stable and reliable 

labour market

Ensure a stable investment 

environment to provide greater 
investment confidence in the forestry 
sector

Develop better environmental 

and climate change outcomes for 
New Zealand

Support sector and regional 

productivity and value-added 
processing

Support Māori cultural and economic 

aspirations in relation to forestry

Maintain a stronger domestic market 

for wood products and security of 
supply for wood processors

Create one vision for all of New 

Zealand for forestry



One Billion Trees Programme in a nutshell

The One Billion Trees Programme is a unifying approach to planting in NZ: that involves Te Uru 
Rākau working with other government entities, landowners, commercial foresters, conservation 
groups, regional councils, Māori, communities, and others to achieve the 1BT target. Research (e.g. matching trees to 

places and purposes) and 
innovation

Information and advice

Labour, workforce & skills 
initiatives 

Partner with large-scale or 
catchment level planting 

Supporting seedling and nursery 
production

Land and infrastructure 

Investment in processing and 
end-use products

Partnerships will fund efforts 
that enable & support One 
Billion Trees

1BT entails four main incentive elements

Partnership investment 
in initiatives critical to 
enabling 1BT planting 

To the ETS, NES-PF, tax, 
carbon financing etc, 
which encourage and 
support planting 

Joint ventures

Includes a new 1BT 
grant scheme, as well as 
those that predated 1BT 

Joint ventures Partnerships

Regulatory 
Changes

Grant Schemes



“Billion trees backlash - Shane Jones on the defensive”

“Pine trees cast shadow of death over NZ native plants and animals”

“Ministers attempt to 'defang' claims that the one-billion-trees policy 
is bad for farmers”

“Why Shane Jones' Billion Tree scheme will fail”

“You can’t eat trees” “Let them eat bark”

“Fears farmland will lose to forestry” 



What is public policy all about?

Why is change such a difficult concept?

Understanding people and their behaviours 
is essential



▪ People (the brain of people) like certainty. 

New or different ideas (or patterns or behaviour changes) prompt a “fear” response. 

▪ The way we cope with the unknown (the future) is that we project 
what we know (the past) into the future on the basis that it will keep 
repeating itself (clearly this is untrue and limits options). 

However, when we come up with new or novel futures this can be distressing for people. Most 
people plan about their day and immediate future, they don’t strategize about potential new 
futures.



However, It’s quite simple a simple concept…



S Status – Importance in relation to 
others

The perception of a potential or real reduction in status can 
generate a strong threat response.
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Certainty – Ability to predict the 
future

Autonomy – Perception of exerting 
control over one’s environment

Relatedness – Feeling security in 
relation to others – whether 

someone is friend or foe

Fairness – Transparency and clear 
expectations/reward from fairness

The brain is constantly trying to predict the near future. Even a small 
amount of uncertainty  generates an ‘error’ response.

The feeling of having a choice greatly influences the level of stress.

The sense of belonging to a group is important. Collaborating and 
sharing information  are closely tied to  the level of trust.

Unfair exchanges  generate a strong threat response. Greater 
transparency, communication, and participation can have a positive 

impact.













It's time to unleash the forestry bio-economy! 



▪ Beliefs are powerful and difficult to overcome especially with heated 
issues that are emotional or difficult to comprehend (alternative 
futures).

▪ Problem is often not a lack of information.

▪ And once cultural and political views get tied up with factual beliefs, it 
can be very hard to persuade despite having good information.

▪ Challenge can be how to make science connect at a local level.

Sounds great!

But, while science and facts are essential



▪ Did we move too fast?

▪ Significant challenges for our agricultural sector
• M.Bovis; Freshwater regulations; Emissions on farm; Animal welfare; labour 

concerns; debt; succession-planning; Health & Safety; rise of fake-meat 
alternatives; market drivers / market shifts; limitations such as education or non-
transferable skills.

• NPS Biodiversity; Methyl bromide; “log tax”; Social licence – Tolaga Bay; H&S.

▪ Macro-level analysis can lose sight of individual or community 
concerns, especially when it is individuals and communities that 
must act to effect change.

Lessons learned



▪ Clear, consistent and tailored messaging is essential – building 
trust.

▪ Sector visibility and leadership – connecting with the community.

▪ Listening and finding common ground – avoid insulting or polarising 
your “opponent” as it may be exactly what “they” want you to do.

▪ Good process and importance of explaining the why and the how.



▪ 1 BT review.

▪ ETS implementation programme.

▪ Forest Strategy - “what do we want our future to look like?”

▪ Being transformational will require Gov’t and sector leadership 
on the role that trees can play in helping to make a transition to a 
more sustainable future – we need to be an active participants.

Questions?

A way forward


